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•ho published his Orthodoxy^ and his Napoleon of Notting
lill as well as Heretics,    Those, I think, were in the
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days  before the royalty system  came  in,  and  I fancy
Lane bought them outright.     It was, I think, in regard
to the first that I heard that Chesterton brought it in
chapter by chapter as he wrote it, and it was written on
any miscellaneous scraps of paper that came to his hand.
He did not disdain, I have been told, even the paper
that sugar is wrapped in for the purpose of recording
his valuable thoughts.    Anatole France was accustomed
to use the insides of envelopes or the backs of bills for
the same object.     Later on,  there was a collection of
lives of great sailors under the general title of The Golden
Hind Series, edited by Milton  Waldman.    The series
was a notable one and achieved a well-merited popularity.
Among the volumes composing it was a Life of Dampier,
by Clennell Wilkinson.    Though among the earliest—
indeed, I think it was the first—of his published works,
it is distinguished by those gifts for virile, vivid narrative,
convincing  portraiture  and  moving  description  which
were soon to make his Nelson one of the great biographies
of the language.    Andre Maurois's Ariel, translated by
EllaD'Arcy, and his Disraeli, translated by Hamish Miles,
were conspicuous successes, and ran into several editions.
To the books on art and artists, of which I have already
spoken,  should  be  added  Gilchrist's   Life  of William
Blake, republished by Lane in an edition of which he
was very proud.
History and topography were subjects in which Lane
was always profoundly interested, and by history I
mean, not only history in its wider and more formal
sense, but the annals of towns, or villages or even single
families, diaries, memoirs, and so forth. I think it was
always a matter of extreme regret to him that it had
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